
  

   
 
  

 

146 Bayside Crossing Drive, La Porte, Texas 77571 

 
 
 

Property Details:  

Elevate your lifestyle with this SPECTACULAR home, brimming with Upgrades Galore! 
A stunning gem that surpasses ANY MODEL HOME!! Perfectly complete backyard 
that's practically a private resort, designed for both relaxation and entertainment. The 
jewel in the crown is a meticulously crafted heated pool, boasting a lifetime warranty for 
your peace of mind. This aquatic masterpiece features a waterfall, a tranquil spa, playful 
bubblers, and precision temperature control, making it a year-round retreat. Step into 
the covered patio, complete with a ceiling fan and ambient lighting, leading seamlessly 
to an outdoor summer kitchen. Adorned with a pristine quartz counter, three propane 
tank connections, a grill, a griddle, and a small refrigerator, it's a chef's dream. Two 
palapas, one measuring 10x12 and the other slightly smaller, elevate the outdoor 
experience with captivating lights, creating a magical ambiance. The seller even leaves 
behind custom hardwood oak tables and chairs, adding a touch of bespoke charm. 
French drains artfully encircle the pool, ensuring efficient water drainage and 
maintaining the pristine beauty of your outdoor haven. 



  

   
 
  

Privacy takes center stage here, with no rear neighbors and an empty side that offers 
additional space and tranquility. As a bonus, the seller leaves a storage shed for your 
pool and outdoor equipment. Cemented sidewalks on both sides of the house, coupled 
with gates, provide easy access and a polished aesthetic. Thoughtful additions like 
gutters ensure optimal water drainage, rounding out the thoughtful exterior features. 

Stepping inside, you'll encounter a tastefully adorned area that sets the tone for the 
entire home. The formal dining area or office space, characterized by high ceilings and 
graceful archways, captivates with its refined elegance. The gourmet island kitchen, 
adorned with granite countertops, 42" cabinets, stainless steel appliances, a sizable 
pantry, and recessed lighting, seamlessly connects to the den and breakfast area. The 
interiors boast custom paint, adding a touch of individuality to the living spaces. A door 
near the office space ensures privacy when needed. The efficient layout, elegant tile 
flooring in wet areas and the entryway, and ample storage underscore the thoughtful 
design of this residence. Ascend the stairs to discover a spacious game room and three 
generously sized bedrooms, all equipped with surround sound and pre-wired for an 
alarm system. 

This home truly has it all! Situated on a premium lot, it offers a tranquil backyard retreat 
with no rear or side neighbors. The extended covered patio, perfect for family 
gatherings, is strategically positioned in front of the community park, adding an extra 
layer of convenience to this exceptional residence.  

Embrace style and comfort in every inch of this home! 

Builder: Beazer Homes 

Bedrooms: 4 

Bathrooms: 2.5 

Year Built: 2016 

Lot Size: 7359 

Living Sq/Ft: 2399 

 
School District: La Porte ISD 
Elementary: LOMAX ELEMENTARY SCHOOL  
Middle School: LOMAX JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
High School: LA PORTE HIGH SCHOOL 

 
 

Home details and school information should be verified independently. Neither the 
seller nor the agents provide any guarantees or warranties regarding this information. 

 


